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A COMMON GOOD APPROACH TO DEVELOPMENT

A common good perspective is radically practical. It proceeds from the existing 

community and the common goods it values and produces. It is primarily concerned 

with the equilibrium established by that community between these numerous common 

goods. It investigates how this equilibrium - the system and nexus common goods - is 

generated, maintained and enriched over time.







AN OPEN LIST OF BASIC COMMON GOODS

I. As a basic common good, education refers to the way a given population appraises and values the 
knowledge and wisdom accrued by a society over time and to how important it is to the members of 
that society to convey this knowledge and wisdom to new generations. + institutions

II. As a basic common good, solidarity refers to the determination of a given population to keep 
individuals safe from the worst forms of human need and distress. Solidarity describes the value 
given by a community to these basic forms of human security. + institutions

III. As a basic common good, culture refers to the value given by a specific community to the common 
memory, traditions, language, and values forming our our sphere of shared intelligibility. + institutions

IV. As a basic common good, work refers to the social meaning and collective value given by a 
population to the set of activities by which we meet our needs and achieve a certain level of 
wellbeing. + institutions

V. As a basic common good, the rule of law is the value given by a society to universal respect for the 
law and its fair application. Built on recognition of a fundamental equality of dignity and freedom, 
rule of law is concerned with the enforcement of law. + institutions



MAIN RESULTS
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